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1. My derision is that the decision of the social security appeal tribunal
dated ~2 February 1985 is erroneous in point of law and it is set aside.
'l'he matter must be referred to another tribunal.

2. 'I'he claimant is a man aged over 60 who has li ved for many years abroad
in Greece and who cam to this coun ry with his wife, who is GI eck on
30 duly ~984. He made a claim for a supplementary allowance on which
the adjudication officer gave a decis'on that he was not enti tied to an allowance
from 6 August l 984. The r eason for the decision was that the claimant's wife
possessed capital resources said to be 'n excess of Z3,000. The resources
in question ccmprised a sum of Z3,125.62 in a ioint bank account in the name
of herself and her son at or about the time of the adiudication officer'
decision; and some property in Greece compr'sing shops and residential premises,
which the claimant's wife values at f60,000. This property is said to be
der'ved from :he wife's father who occupies a flat in it. The rest of the
property is let and yields an income said to be 8350 per month.

3. In re ation to the money in the bank account it was argued that the
money is the property of the son; ='.-.deed I think that it was ass ~ d that
son had in f act furnished all the money in the account. But both the cl im=-nt's
wife and the son were permitted to draw on it.
4. As for the property in Greece various points have been made. There
is ev dence "..at money cannot be withdrawn from Greece without the permission
of the Bank of Greece and it was at least suggested that this cou d be difficult
to obtain. lt was argued further that it constituted the assets of a property
bus'ness and should be disregarded under regulation 6(~ )(a)(v) of the
Supplementary Benefit (Resources) Regulatior s ~ 981 [SI ~ 98~ No ~ 527]
(the Resources Regulations) relating to busiress assets. There was fur her
a suggestion that the wife's father had retained the property in the premises,
or some lesser right over them, eg the right to occupy the flat or the right
to the ircome of the property.



5. The adjudication officer and the appeal tribunal rejected the
claim (without going into the question of the ber efit other wise payab'e)
both on the ground that the money in the bank account exceeded E3,000
(the maximum allowed under regulation 7 of the Resources Regulations)
and on the ground that the value of the Greek property, should not, he submitted,
by now be disregarded under regulation 6(~)(a)(v) even if it constituted
business assets. On appeal the tribunal decided the case against the clai„.ant
on the basis of the money in the bank account. They con idered the Greek
property but their expressed reasoning is inconclusive except that they plainly
considered that it constituted business assets. The claimant now appealsto the Commissioner. He made a further claim in September ~984 which
was likewise refused. And an appeal from it has been adjourned pending
this decision. 1 suggest that it would be appropriate for the appeal to
heard together with this case when it is remitted.

6. The claim was for a continuing benefit, which in strictness has to be
looked at from week to week, even for a relatively limited period, and where
the excess is (as in the case of the bank money) so narrowly over 23,000 thereis a real need to look at the matter from week to week before giving a decision
which operates as a refusal down to the date of the decision. ln this by itself
there was an error of law.

7. But the error went deeper than this. The money was in a joint account,
and although the claimant's wife had as the tribural found the power to draw
on it without restrictions, this did not by itself make the money her money.
The money remained the property of the person or persons to whom it belonged
while in the account at least until she actual'y drew cn the account and took
the money for herself. 1 accept the submission made on behalf of the
adjudication officer that in the absence of any evidence to suggest otherwise
the beneficial interest in property will be taken to follow the legal title to it.
ln this case the legal title was in two names jointly. Thus the beneficial title
was in the absence of any other relevant evidence as to one half in each of them.
This by itself would have brought the figure of the wife's interest well below
Z3,000. But there was actual'y evidence that the money was derived from the son;
and this evidence, if accepted, would have led in the absence of other evidence
to a presumption of a resulting trust of the whole in favour of the son
(see Halsbury's Laws of England (4th Edition) Vol. 48 par agraph 605).

8. Money paid into a joint account at a bank does however have certain
features that distirguish it from other property in joint nwnes, especially
where as between the account holders and the bank either can sign cheques
and thus give the bank a good receipt for the money. This is often done
for pure convenience without any intention of affecting the title to the money
for the time being in the account (see Marshall v Crutwell ((~875) LR 20 Eq. 328).
Clearly the true owner of the money i.n the account or any fraction of it c~n as
between himself and the other account holder revoke the right to draw on it;
and money actually drawn from it may or may not become the property of the drawer
as soon as it is drawn. The evidence in the present case is that it was to be
used as living expenses. But it would hardly have been in accordance with the
spirit of the arrangement made for the claimant's wife to have withdrawn the
whole forth ith and paid it into a fresh account opened in her os sole n~e;
and it is at least questionable whether she would have given herself a good
title to the money had she done so. Supposing however that she would, the money



would riot even then be one of her resources befor e she did so; but itwould before she did so be a resource that would become available to heron application ~ being made within the meanirig of regulation 4(2) (a)of the Resources Regulations which miight if in the opinion of theadjudication officer (or on an appeal the appeal tribunal;see Decision R(SB)9/82 at paragraph 9) it was reasonable in thecircum t-nces to do so be treated as an actual resource. if the newtribunal (should they conclude that the money was not or was not whollyan actual resource of the assessment unit) are of opinion that it wouldhave been a breach of the spirit of the arrangement for the claiman 's wifeto use the fund otherwise than to defray current expenses they can in myjudgment properly exercise the discretion under regulation 4(2) todecline to treat the fund as an actual resource. As is indicated inparagraph ~3 below different considerations may apply to the bank accountunder the Supplementary Benefit (Urgent Cases) Reguiations ~ 98~[SI ~ 981 No ~529] (the Urgent Cases Regulations).

9. it is almost certain that when this matter comes up before the newtribunal that tribunal will have to look further into the positionof the Greek property. The beneficial ownership of this property is amatter of Greek law. But if the title is vested in the claimant's wifeand Greek law is not shown to be differezt from English iaw in this respect,beneficial ownership will be assumed to follow the strict title. Y~reoverevidence that the property came from the wife's father will not raise anyinference that the father retained the beneficial ownership as he will beassumed in the absence of evidence to the contra. y to have intended to benefithis own daughter. it could however be proved by evidence (under English lawat least) that at the time of the transaction the father reserved someinterest to himself or his wife (see Halsbury's law of England (4th Ed)Vol ~6 paragraph 1309); more improbably the claimant's wife maysubsequently have conferred some interest on her father and mother. Butthese matters would have to be proved by evidence. if it were establishedthat the beneficial interest in the Greek property remained with the wife 'sfather the property would be ignored as not beloniging to the assessment unit.if it should emerge that the father had reserved a life interest to himselfor to hiimseif and his wife, the claimant's wife's intere t would bereversionary and, as such, would be disregarded under regulation 6(~)(a)(vi).lf the father has. retained for himself and his wife some lesser rights this
may have an effect on the value of the property, a question to which I s".ailreturn.

~0. Assuming that it is found that the claimant's wife had a beneficialinterest in the Greek property, the next question is whether it can be
disregarded under regulation 6(l)(a)(v) on the basis that it constitutes
the assets of a business owned in whole or in part by a member of the
assessment unit. The last tribunal held that it was an asset of a business
so owned; and there clearly was evidence on which they could so find (cf
Commissioner of Income Tax v Hanover Agencies [1967] ~ AC 682.
And it may well be that the new tribunal will reach the same conclu 'on.lf they do the property will fall to be disregarded as a resource for
such period as in the opinion of the benefit officer (row the adjudicationofficer) or on appeal of the tribunal it is reasonable to do so.



It is clear that the opinion should be formed by the balancing of (~ ) theconsideration that it is undesirable to force a person into sellirighis means of livelihood even if that is not enough to bring his resou.cesabove his requirements, and (2) the consider ation that supplemientary benefitis not intended for those who have substantial assets locked up in a businessthat does not yield sufficient profits to bring his reso:rces above hisrequirements. 1 must leave that to the new tribunal. They should howeverindicate in their decision that they have given considerat'on to the questionand the period (if any) for which they exercise the discretion in favour of thecla~mant.

lf at the end of this the tribunal reach the conclusion that thereis an asset that is not to be disregarded, they will come on to the ouestionof val"ation. This is affected by the Greek laws restricting the rightto remove capital from Greece. There is nothing in the regulations to saythat capital resources in a foreign country that prohibits or restricts theexport of capital are to be disregarded. And there ' nothing lim tingcapital resources to these that are available. But here is no provisionthat a person lawfully in this country can be required to go to a territorywhere he can enjoy his capital resources instead of claimirg supplementarybenefit here. ln my judgment the asset has to be valued under regulation 5of the Resources Regulations at its current market value; and this meansits current market value in this country. lf property is situated in a countrythat places no restriction on the export of capital then its market valuein this country will not be different from itsimarket value in the countrywhere it is situated. But if there are restrictions which are not beingrelaxed or as to which the ex'tent of relaxation is uncertain, the vaiueis the price that someone would pay in this country for the right tohave the property without the buyer's necessarily being able to take the proceedsof sale (should he wish to sell it) out of Greece. My conclusion on this pointdiffers slightly from that reached by the Commissioner in Deci.sionCSB ~248/84 (not reported).

>2. lf the tribunal r caches a conclusion that for any period the claimantis not by v'rtue of regulation 7 of the Resources Regulations precludedfrom be'nig awarded a supplementary allowance they will have to go on toconsider whether the income resources of the assessment unit fall shcrt oftheir requirements. For this purpose they will have to take into accountthe net income derived from the property, if and so far as they find that itbelongs to the claimant's wife. There was at the da e of claim nothing inthe regulations that confines that which is to be t~en into accountto "available" income resources. income resources that cannot be remittedhere remain income resources of the assessment unit (cf Decision R(F) ~ /70).But a new sub-paragraph (~ 0(3)(g)) was introduced ir the Resources Rezw ationswith effect from 5 August 'l985 by SI '985 No ~ 246 which provides for thedisregard of

"any income which falls to be treated as ea™nirgs under
the preceding paragraphs, and which is payable in any
country outside the United Kingdom, for such period during
which those earnings may not be remitted to the United Kingdom
by virtue of any legislative or administrative prohibition."

This provision from the date that it came into force would enable the



~ ~

earnings from the Greek property to be disregarded if they can betreated as earnings of an emplcyment. The new tribunal may reach thesame conclu ions as the old on the question whether the Greek rope tyconstitutes business assets. But it does not necessarily follow f. omsuch a conclusion that the income arising from such business assetsconstitutes earnings of an employment. But as there is no comparable exemptionin relation to other non-remittable income, the tribubal may have todecide whether the income from the property constitutes earnings of anemployment. This is a question of fact. But in reaching a conclu 'onon it (if they have to) the new tribunal may be assisted by Decision CP 5/75(not reported) wher e the question in issue was whether the earnings of abusiness owned by a claimant constituted his earnings for the purposeof what is now represented by section 30(~ ) of the Social Security Act 1975.The question turned on the amount of work that the person concerned put intothe management of the business.

~3. lf for any period no or no sufficient supplementary al'wance ispayable without reference to the Urgent Cases Regulations, considerationwill have to be given in the last resort to the possibility that thepayment of a supplementary allowance could perhaps be made out underregulation 24(b) of these Regulations. ln connection with that regulat onthe availability of resources becomes material (see regulation 3 ofthose regulations), under which, 1 think, the clai.,ant's wife's accessto the money in the Bank will be relevant.

14. The claimant's appeal is allowed.

(Signed): J G Monroe
Commissioner

Date: 18 Decemter 1985


